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STUDENT PRODUCED
INNOVATIVE THEATRE

Niyati Deshpande ‘21, Emma Barker ‘22, Jarrett 
Hinrichs ‘24, Samantha Croco ‘22

Niyati Deshpande ‘21 Zoe Nolte ‘22, Emma Barker ‘22, Jarrett Hinrichs 
‘24, Samantha Croco ‘22

“[drama] is just as 
fun as comedy, and 
it’s nice being able to 
try out acting more 
serious scenes.”

emma barker ‘22
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“i’ve always loved stage 
managing and assistant 
directing, and when i got 
the opportunity to direct, 
i knew i had to try for it.”
   - sarah dickens ‘21

CLUBS/ACADEMICS115

“my favorite part is 
definitely getting to 
watch the whole show 
come together and 
getting to collaborate.”

katie ruppenkamp ‘21

“typically we’ll 
rehearse with our 
scripts first, then 
move off book.”

andreas warren ‘24

ryann culver talks to 
her directors during 
a scene where she 
argues with fellow 
cast members.

ryann culver ‘21

“i love learning and 
becoming a better 
actor. i’ll remember the 
amazing people who 
care about it.”
helenipa stephens ‘23

“my favorite game  to 
play with the cast is 
big booty. it’s hard 
to explain, but it is so 
much fun.”

samantha croco ‘22

“my favorite memory 
from spit is playing 
improv games with the 
cast and directors.”

sophie nims ‘21

senior drama director 
sean harken has been a 
part of theatre west all 
four years of high school. 
he chose to be a director 
of spit for his fourth year.

“my favorite part about 
spit both from an 
actor and a director’s 
standpoint is the amount 
of creative freedom you 
have.”
   - grace brokaw ‘21

“i wanted to be a spit 
director to be able to 
give back to the program 
i gained so much from.”
   - schuyler houston ‘21

 1. Sophie Nims ‘21 recites her scene while stretching Jan 28.
2. Senior Charlie Duffy freestyles his monologue for practice. “Three words 

to describe SPIT are chill, fun and comfortable. I think it being student led 
adds a lot of comfortability within rehearsals, and with that definitely creates 

some more out there comedy that only occurs in a group of high schoolers 
lacking adult supervision,” Duffy said.

3. Sierra Frisvold ‘23, Maggy Owen ‘22, Zoe Nolte ‘22 and Emma Barker 
‘22 practice their lockdown drill scene in the drama play Jan 28. “I’ve been 

in plays since I was 10, so I thought this would be a fun way to do more 
acting,” Frisvold said. 

4. Charlie Duffy ‘21, Sam Nester ‘21, Niles Granfield ‘24 and Tess 
DeGrazia ‘23 play the warm-up game “Big Booty” with the rest of their 

comedy cast Jan 28. All photos by Cameron Reimers

7. Sam Nester ‘21 holds his composure while Ryann Culver ‘21 and the directors 
laugh after breaking character during their bickering scene Jan 28. “During rehearsal 
we all have an amazing time, and sometimes it feels like we never stop laughing 
except during the serious scenes,” Nester said. 
8. Senior comedy directors Grace Brokaw and Schuyler Houston explain the 
blocking of a scene to a group of their cast members Jan 28.
9. Evan Zukin ‘22 and Maggy Owen ‘22 practice their scene in the drama play. 
“We’re doing a show about a school shooting and pulling up the actual emotion and 
fear that would be present is difficult to try and match,” Zukin said.
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5. Niles Granfield ‘24 
recites his lines at the 

beginning of practice to 
get into character Jan 28. 

6. Maggy Owen ’22, 
Sierra Frisvold ‘23, 

Zoe Nolte ‘22, Niyati 
Deshpande ‘21, Samantha 

Croco ‘22 and Emma 
Barker ‘22 listen to their 

director’s notes after their 
run through of the drama 

play Jan 27.

Evan Zukin ‘22, Jarrett Hinrichs ‘24
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